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�e prediction of bus single-trip time is essential for passenger travel decision-making and bus scheduling. Since many factors
could in�uence bus operations, the accurate prediction of the bus single-trip time faces a great challenge. Moreover, bus single-trip
time has obvious nonlinear and seasonal characteristics. Hence, in order to improve the accuracy of bus single-trip time
prediction, �ve prediction algorithms including LSTM (Long Short-term Memory), LR (Linear Regression), KNN (K-Nearest
Neighbor), XGBoost (Extreme Gradient Boosting), and GRU (Gate Recurrent Unit) are used and examined as the base models,
and three ensemble models are further constructed by using various ensemble methods including Random Forest (bagging),
AdaBoost (boosting), and Linear Regression (stacking). A data-driven bus single-trip time prediction framework is then proposed,
which consists of three phases including tra�c data analysis, feature extraction, and ensemble model prediction. Finally, the data
features and the proposed ensembled models are analyzed using real-world datasets that are collected from the Beijing
Transportation Operations Coordination Center (TOCC). �rough comparing the predicting results, the following conclusions
are drawn: (1) the accuracy of predicting by using the three ensemble models constructed is better than the corresponding
prediction results by using the �ve sub-models; (2) the Random Forest ensemble model constructed based on the bagging method
has the best prediction accuracy among the three ensemble models; and (3) in terms of the �ve sub-models, the prediction
accuracy of LR is better than that of the other four models.

1. Introduction

Rapid economic growth is accompanied by increasingly
serious tra�c congestion on urban roads. �e vigorous
development of public transportation is considered as one of
the e�ective means to alleviate tra�c congestion. Many
factors are considered as relevant to the acquisition of dy-
namic public transport information and the prediction of
bus single-trip time, including the decision-making of
passenger bus travel, the priority control of bus vehicles at
intersections, and the intelligent scheduling and the real-
time information dissemination of public transport [1].
Furthermore, the accurate prediction of bus single-trip time
is the prerequisite and basis for achieving the bus priority
and the intelligent scheduling, which could help to e�ec-
tively reduce passenger waiting time and improve passenger

satisfaction, in order to further greatly impact the bus service
level and bus travel attractiveness. More speci�cally, the role
of accurate prediction of bus single-trip time is mainly re-
�ected in the following aspects: providing real-time infor-
mation such as bus arrival time for passengers, e�cient
management of bus �eets, improving bus service quality, and
providing bus priority signals and information for tra�c
managers. �erefore, it is of great signi�cance to explore the
prediction method of bus single-trip time and improve the
prediction accuracy of the bus running time, which could
help to improve the attractiveness of public transport and
promote the development of public transport [2].

�e prediction of bus single-trip time has attracted
extensive attention in the past decade or so, and various
predicting methods have been proposed in the literature [3].
Among them, typical methods are mainly statistical models,
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such as Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA) models [4], Seasonal Auto Regressive Integrated
Moving Average (SARIMA) model [5], the Grey Model
(GM) [6], Kalman filtering [7], and spectral analysis. Al-
though the above statistical methods perform well in cap-
turing linear relationships, they have limited ability to
capture nonlinear features [8]. In recent years, many
scholars have also turned to some nonlinear methods, such
as Support Vector Regression (SVR) [9] and Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs) [10]. Moreover, popular ANN
models in this field include Back Propagation Neural Net-
works (BPNNs) [11], Extreme Learning Machines (ELMs)
[12], and Deep Belief Networks (DBNs).

Bus operation could be affected by many random factors
(e.g., weather, traffic congestion, and passenger flow
change), which makes it very difficult to predict the running
time of a bus accurately. In terms of predicting the bus
running time by using a single prediction model, the most
popular methods include time series models, artificial neural
networks, and Kalman filtering. (1) Time series models
mainly rely on the similarity between future information and
historical information, and when the average situation of
historical data changes, it would lead to an obvious deviation
of the prediction results. Moreover, time series models also
have significant lags when making real-time prediction [13].
(2) Kalman filtering technique, which is formed by intro-
ducing the state space into modern control theory, has been
applied to short-term traffic demand and travel time pre-
diction of highways [14]. Since the Kalman can fully adapt to
irregular changes (Kalman gain), it is more suitable for
single-step predicting, but its prediction accuracy decreases
significantly in multi-step predicting [15]. (3) Artificial
neural network is a model that explores the nervous system
functions of the human brain by modeling and linking
neurons (i.e., the basic units of the human brain) to simulate
the functions of the human brain. 'e principle is an ar-
tificial system with intelligent information processing
functions such as learning, association, memory, and pattern
recognition. Its unique nonlinear adaptive information
processing capability makes it an effective way to solve
complex combinatorial optimization problems [16]. How-
ever, the generalization ability of neural network algorithms
is limited due to the structure determination, over- and
under-learning, and local convergence problems of neural
network algorithms [17]. Among the existing prediction
methods, the multiple regression model has poor applica-
bility and low predicting accuracy. Neural network models
can fit nonlinear systems well, but a large historical dataset
need to be trained before use, which also has limit perfor-
mance on under-learning and over-learning, as well as local
optimality. Support Vector Machine (SVM) has strong
learning ability and fault tolerance ability, and its general-
ization ability is better than neural network. However,
similar to neural network models, pretraining is also needed
for SVM, which makes it difficult to be used for real-time
prediction. 'e Kalman filter model is applicable for pre-
dicting online and perform well, but it is difficult to guar-
antee the accuracy of nonlinear and non-Gaussian state
models. To sum up, in the area of bus single-trip time

prediction, each single method has advantages and disad-
vantages. In order to further improve the prediction accu-
racy, this study adopts the idea of ensemble learning and
concentrates the prediction advantages of several single
prediction models by building an ensemble model.

Ensemble learning is a widely used approach in pre-
diction using ensemble predictive models in machine
learning. It is based on the principle of integrating different
sets of learners for improving prediction accuracy [18]. 'e
dominant area of research by scholars is currently designing
ensemble models that enhance weak learners to strong
learners and ensemble multiple learners generated by the
same algorithm [18]. In ensemble learning, the prediction
accuracy is greatly improved by combining multiple learners
and the ensemble model performs better than each sub-
model. 'is result is due to the diversity among sub-models,
which reduces the risk of using isolated models and
meanwhile compensates the weakness of sub-models. In
addition, ensemble models can solve many problems that
individual models cannot solve. For instance, the transit
running time of urban public transportation is dynamic and
stochastic. It is difficult for a single model to fit its trend well,
and ensemble learning can better compensate for this de-
ficiency. Bus single-trip time prediction has attracted much
attention in the recent years, and some major challenges
about bus single-trip time prediction have been pointed out
as follows [19]:

(1) It is necessary to predict the bus single-trip time
based on dynamic spatiotemporal and weather
conditions.

(2) Further exploration of ensemble learning in bus
single-trip time prediction is needed.

(3) It is necessary to provide a highly universal bus
single-trip time prediction method for public
transport managers and passengers.

Toward meeting the above challenges, this study fo-
cuses on predicting the bus single-trip time using ensemble
models. Based on the validation analysis using real-world
data, we compare and analyze the prediction effects of five
sub-models including LSTM (Long short-term memory),
LR (Linear Regression), KNN (K-Nearest Neighbor),
XGBoost (Extreme Gradient Boosting), and GRU (Gate
Recurrent Unit). 'e ensemble learning models are con-
structed by using three ensemble methods, and a data-
driven prediction framework is further proposed.'emain
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

(1) A data-driven predicting framework is proposed for
bus runtime prediction, which consists of three
phases: (a) data analysis-preparing bus runtime data
from TOCC; (b) feature extraction-extracting key
features for forecasting based on bus runtime time
series and external data; (c) feature extraction-
extracting key features required for predicting based
on bus runtime time series and external data; and (d)
prediction modeling-constructing three ensemble
models for predicting.
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(2) 'e ensemble learning method was introduced into
the short-term transit runtime prediction model
based on the three-model ensemble methods in-
cluding bagging (Random Forest), boosting (Ada-
Boost), and stacking (Linear Regression).

(3) Based on the real-world bus single-trip time data,
after case analysis, the prediction results of LSTM,
LR, KNN, XGBoost, and GRU and three ensemble
models are compared and analyzed, and the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of these prediction
models in bus single-trip time prediction are
summarized.

'is study significantly improves the bus single-trip time
prediction accuracy by ensemble learning and provides a
new modeling method for quantitative bus research, sig-
nificant for theoretical guidance and methodological
innovation.

'is paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is the in-
troduction, which mainly introduces the research back-
ground, motivation, and contributions. Section 2 is the
literature review, which mainly sorts out the existing
methods in the field of bus single-trip time prediction and
points out the defects and deficiencies in current research. In
Section 3, the methodology of this paper is proposed, which
involves three ensemble models constructed based on five
single prediction algorithms by using three-model ensemble
methods. Furthermore, the case analysis is presented in
Section 4, which includes real-world data description, ex-
perimental procedures by employing the methodology, and
comparative analysis of prediction results. 'en, the dis-
cussion comes in Section 5; according to the analysis results,
the advantages and disadvantages of the three ensemble
models and five single models are summarized. And the
capability of applicability and generalization of the proposed
methodology is discussed and elaborated. Finally, the paper
is concluded in Section 5; the future perspectives are set as
well.

1.1. Related Works. So far, scholars have proposed various
operational and predictive models of public transportation.
Popular models include regression models, time series (TS)
models, ANN models, SVM models, traffic simulation and
dynamic traffic simulation, and dynamic traffic assignment
models [20]. Ghosh et al. [21] considered the effect of data
fluctuations in the TS and established an autoregressive
moving average TS model to predict the vehicle running
time by data fitting and residual analysis. However, the large
white noise in the data residual series negatively affects the
prediction accuracy, indicating that the model lacks the
treatment of the complexity and variability of urban traffic
(Gu et al. [22]). A nonlinear regression model was developed
considering factors such as road section length, traffic
density, number of bus stops, and the vehicle turns. Aga-
fonov and Yumaganov [23] developed a multiple linear
regression model and an ANN model based on bus oper-
ation data in Samara and Russia by using real-time dynamic
traffic data and historical data of bus stopping time. In the

analysis of the results, it was found that the ANN model
possessed higher prediction accuracy and lower prediction
error. Yu et al. [24] improved the SVM algorithm by in-
troducing a decay factor to reduce the prediction error
through the decay factor dynamically. Bie et al. [25] per-
formed bus single-trip time prediction based on bus GPS
data, but the model built did not consider the real-time
status of traffic flow and roads. Dhivya Bharathi et al. [26]
used the historical data averaging method and TS method
for predicting the transit section running time but lacked
influencing factors. Chang et al. [27] predicted the bus
single-trip time using a regression algorithm based on
historical data well, but the predictive model is quite
complicated. Since bus single-trip time is greatly influenced
by dynamic traffic conditions, Liu et al. [28] used a particle
filtering algorithm to predict the bus arrival time with the
nonlinear and non-Gaussian characteristics in real-time.
Hua et al. [29] proposed a bus journey time prediction
method based on SVR and interval upper and lower bound
estimation methods, which considered the uncertain factors
in the bus operation. However, the method only turned the
point prediction values into prediction intervals and did not
study the road traffic status as a variable. Wu S. proposed the
Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) algorithm [30]. 'e Bagging
algorithm uses sequential sampling with high operational
efficiency and practical applications. Bagging algorithm uses
self-sampling combined with a base learner, which was
improved to Random Forest (RF) in 2001 [31]. Wolpert
proposed the stacked generalization model, but the stacking
algorithm only provides the ensemble idea, and the choice of
its base learner is somehow subjective [31].

From above, it is known that there are mainly predicting
methods based on statistics, intelligent algorithms, and
combined models for bus single-trip time prediction. Based
on the current mainstream algorithms in classification, this
study divides three major categories into six subcategories,
among which the statistical methods include historical
contemporaneous and time series; intelligent algorithms
include machine learning and deep learning; combinatorial
models include ensembled models and combined models.
More specifically, the advantages and disadvantages of the
commonly used models in each category are compared in
Table 1.

Although single models are studied by many researchers
and proved to be suitable for many cases, some short-
comings still exist. For example, in the study of TS, Billings
and Yang [51] used the ARIMAmodel to predict the arterial
travel time with the GPS data collected fromMinnesota State
Highway 194. ARIMA is a very simple time series forecasting
method. It can only capture linear relationships in nature,
but its capture of nonlinear relationships is not accurate.
Moreover, ARIMA requires that the time series data are
stationary or are stable after differencing (mean and variance
are stable). For the bus single-trip time of this study, under
the influence of various factors, the mean and variance of the
data will change greatly even after the nonlinear data are
differentiated. 'erefore, ARIMA is not selected as a sub-
model in this paper. 'e bus travel time was also predicted
using the SARIMA model in [5]. However, these models
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have not considered the dynamic factors that affect bus
travel times, such as the traffic condition. 'e Kalman filter
models can obtain accurate prediction results with limited
historical data; however, the accuracy decreases with in-
creasing time steps [52]. Moreover, the performance of the
Kalman filter models becomes unstable if there is big dif-
ference in the predicted value between two consecutive time
windows [53]. 'e regression model requires a large amount
of historical data for training to achieve the expected pre-
diction accuracy [54]. Although machine learning and deep
learning methods are also quite popular at present, their low
training efficiency and interpretability make them less uti-
lized in the study of bus single-trip time [19, 55]. Alterna-
tively, it is a much better way to fuse the results from
different predictive methods. Combined models could
achieve better accuracy compared to each single predictor.
'e ensemble learningmodels have been proved to be able to
achieve much better performance in prediction accuracy
than individual ones. Nowadays, ensemble learning has been
used in many fields of traffic prediction, such as traffic sign
detection and recognition [56], traffic speed [52], short-term
traffic volume [57], and traffic incident detection [58]. 'e
advantage of ensemble learning is that the benefits of
multiple learners can be integrated to improve the accuracy
of predictions. 'e general approach is to generate multiple
individual learners first and then ensemble them for

predicting using specific ensemble strategy [59]. A type of
ensemble is called “homogeneous” if the individual learners
are of the same type and “heterogeneous” if else. Individual
learners need to be accurate and diverse [60, 61].

More specifically, the advantages of ensemble learning
are as follows. Overall, ensemble learning has a high ac-
curacy rate and good resistance to noise, which makes the
model less prone to overfit due to the introduction of
randomness [59]. It is insensitive to outliers, so it can handle
very high dimensional data without the necessity to select
features. Ensemble models can handle both discrete and
continuous data, and in addition, the dataset does not need
to be normalized [62]. Meanwhile, the overall training speed
is relatively impressive. However, current ensemble methods
are not explicitly designed for dealing with spatiotemporal
data.'erefore, how to effectively ensemble multiple models
while utilizing the spatiotemporal information remains a
challenging, especially for practical problem in the real
world. In addition, a few studies focus on using ensemble
learning methods to predict bus single-trip time [63].

In summary, each single predictive model has certain
advantages and disadvantages.'erefore, in this paper, three
ensemble learning methods including Random Forest,
AdaBoost, and Linear Regression are used to fuse the pre-
diction results of sub-models. 'e prediction results of the
ensemble models could increase the prediction stability even

Table 1: Comparison of advantages and disadvantages of popular models.

Category Commonly used models Advantages Disadvantages References

History of the
same period Smoothing method

Easy understandability, better results in
normal conditions and with large time

granularity

Excessive reliance on data
patterns from historical data

Omkar and
Kumar [32]

Time series

Kalman filtering
Applicable to time series data and

interpretability
Unsuitable for capturing
nonlinear data patterns

Zhou et al. [33]
AR(Auto regressive) Li et al. [34]

ARIMA Gummadi and
Edara [35]

Machine
learning

SVM SVR

Suitable for learning nonlinear features
in data

Low computational efficiency at
high data volumes

Li and Xu [36]
K-nearest neighbor Sun et al. [37]

Linear regression
Khiari and

Olaverri-Monreal
[38]

Decision tree Alajali et al. [39]
Random forest Zhou et al. [40]

Deep learning

RNN
Applicable for learning linear and

nonlinear patterns with good data fitting
capability

Low interpretability and low
efficiency

Pang et al. [41]

LSTM
Agafonov and
Yumaganov
[23, 42]

GRU Shu et al. [43]

Ensembled
model

AdaBoost

Applicable to select the appropriate base
model for ensemble according to the
characteristics of different datasets

Prone to overfitting, low
interpretability, and poor
results when data are

unbalanced

Zhou et al. [44]
Bootstrapped
aggregation Vaish et al. [45]

Stacked generalization Sharma et al. [46]
Gradient boosting
Machines, GBM

Monego et al.
[47, 48]

Gradient boosted
regression Trees, GBRT Chen et al. [49]

Combined
model

Direct averaging,
weighted averaging, and
other combinations

High applicability with various sub-
models and combinations

Subjective on choosing the
combination method and sub-

models
Yan et al. [50]
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if there are quite large deviations among the prediction
results of the sub-models.

1.2. Methodology

1.2.1. Ensemble Model Construction of RF-Bagging.
Bagging is a method for learning multiple weak learners
independently. Bagging is known as bootstrap aggregating.
Bootstrap randomly selects n training samples from n
training samples, which allows the generation of a repeated
set of samples that are slightly different from the original
training set.

Random Forest (RF) is an evolved version of the Bagging
algorithm; the idea is still bagging but with unique im-
provements [64]. First, Random Forest uses the CART
decision tree as a weak learner. Secondly, Random Forest
improves the decision tree building based on the use of
decision trees. For a normal decision tree, we choose an
optimal feature among all the n sample features on the node
to do the left and right subtree divisions of the decision tree.
But RF selects a part of the sample features on the nodes by
randomly selecting a number less than n, which is assumed
to be nsub And then, among these randomly selected nsub

'en, among these randomly selected sample features, an
optimal feature is selected to do the left and right subtree
partitioning of the decision tree. 'is further enhances the
generalization ability of the model. If nsub � n , then there is
no difference between the CARTdecision tree of RF and the
ordinary CART decision tree at this time. nsub 'e smaller
the model is, the more robust it is, but of course the fit to the
training set become worse. In other words, nsub, the smaller
the model, the smaller the variance of the model will be
reduced, but the bias will be increased. A suitable value is
usually obtained by cross-validating the tuning parameters
in practical cases. nsub value of the model. 'e structure of
the ensemble model based on the random forest is shown in
Figure 1.

(1) 'e input is a sample set of D � x1, y1, (x2, y2), . . . ,

(xm, ym)}, and the number of weak classifier itera-
tions is T.

(2) For t � 1, 2, . . . , T: randomly sample the training set
for the t th time, randomly selectm features for each
training set, and obtain a sampling set Dbs con-
taining m feature samples.

(3) Using the sampling set Dbs to train the t th decision
tree model Gt(x), when training the nodes of the
decision tree model, select a portion of sample
features among all the sample features on the node,
and choose an optimal feature among these ran-
domly selected partial sample features for the left and
right subtree partitioning of the decision tree.

(4) 'e regression algorithm is used, and the value
obtained by arithmetic averaging the regression
results obtained from T weak learners is the final
model output.

'e entire algorithm flow is described in Algorithm 1.

Using Random Forest algorithm for model ensemble has
the following advantages: the training can be highly paral-
lelized, which is advantageous for the training speed of large
samples in the era of big data; the introduction of two
randomness makes Random Forest have good anti-noise
ability and is insensitive to partial feature missing; due to the
use of random sampling, the variance of the trained model is
small, and the generalization ability is strong. Compared
with Adaboost and GBDT based on Boosting, the Random
Forest algorithm is relatively simple to implement; since the
decision tree nodes can be randomly selected to divide the
features so that the model can still be trained efficiently when
the sample features are of high dimensionality; wrong
predictions are made only when more than half of the base
learners are in error: Random Forest is very stable, even if a
new data point appears in the dataset, the whole algorithm
will not be affected too much, it will only affect one decision
tree, and it is not easy to affect all decision trees.

However, features with more value divisions are likely to
have a greater impact on RF decision-making, thereby af-
fecting the effect of the model.

1.2.2. Ensemble Model Construction of AdaBoost-Boosting.
Boosting is a class of algorithms that boosts weak learners to
strong learners. It is a serial idea where serialization is
performed [61]. 'e basic idea is that increasing the weights
of the samples that the previous base learner incorrectly
predicted makes the subsequent base learners pay more
attention to these mislabeled samples and correct these
errors as much as possible. Until T base learners are trained,
eventually, these T base learners are weighted and combined.

As shown in Figure 2, boosting adaptively fits multiple
base learners in sequence; the current model training is
based on the training results of the previous base learner, and
the current base learner increases the weight of the mis-
estimated samples, which in turn reduces the prediction
error rate. 'erefore, unlike bagging, boosting mainly fo-
cuses on reducing the bias of the model, and usually, the base
model is chosen to have high bias and low variance. If a
decision tree is chosen as the base model, most decision trees
with shallow depth are selected, reducing the computational
cost of model fitting.

'e loss function used by AdaBoost is the exponential
loss function, so the weights and sample distribution of
AdaBoost revolve around minimizing the exponential loss
function. 'is study defines the ensemble learner as a linear
weighting of the base learner, where α is the weight of the
base learner:

H(x) � 
T

t�1
αtht(x). (1)

Also, the exponential loss function defined by AdaBoost
is

lossexp(h) � Εx∼D, y e
− yh(x)

 . (2)

'e specific AdaBoosting iteration, in three steps.
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(1) Initialize the weight distribution of the training data.
If there are N samples, at first all samples are given
the same weights: 1/N.

(2) Training the weak learner. In training, if a sample
point has been learned accurately, the weight of that

sample point decreases in constructing the next
training set; conversely, the weight of sample points
that failed to be learned accurately increases.

(3) 'e weak learners obtained from each training are
formed into strong learners. After each weak

Training
set

X0

Xm Ym

Y0

X1 Y1

Transform

Transform

Transform

training

training

training

Weak
learner 1

Weak
learner 2

Weak
learner 3

predict

predict

predict

Test set

Test set

Test set

ensemble model
prediction results

Figure 2: Structure of AdaBoost-based ensemble model.

Use Bootstraping to generate T training sets
randomly select m sample features

Training set 1 Training set 2 Training set T

CART 1 CART 2 CART T

Averaging method to obtain the
final regression result

Update sample
weights

Update sample
weights

Update sample
weights

learner weight 1 learner weight 2 learner weight T

Figure 1: Structure of the ensemble model based on Random Forest.

Input: Training set D � x1, y1, (x2, y2), . . . , (xt, yt) ;
Sub-models L � CART 1, CART 2, . . . , CART T{ };
Number of learning rounds T;

(1) for t � 1, 2, . . . , T do
(2) ht � L(D, Dbs) ,# Dbs is the sample distribution generated by self-sampling
(3) end for

Output: H(x) � argmax
yεc


T
t�1(ht(x) � y)

ALGORITHM 1: RF-bagging ensemble model.
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learner is trained, the weight of the weak learner
with a small prediction error rate is increased (i.e.,
the base model that performs well and plays a larger
role). 'e final linear combination of weak learners
is formed.

'e entire algorithm flow is described in Algorithm 2.
'e advantage of the AdaBoost ensemble model is that

the base learner can be constructed using various
methods. Simple weak learners can be used without fil-
tering the features and without overfitting. In addition, the
AdaBoost ensemble model does not need to know the
upper limit of the error rate of the weak learners in ad-
vance, and the accuracy of the final strong learner ob-
tained depends on the accuracy of all the weak learners,
which allows for digging deeper into the ability of the
learners. AdaBoost can adjust the assumed error rate
adaptively based on the feedback from the weak learners
and performs efficiently.

However, it should be noted that boosting is very sen-
sitive to the noise of the training data because the AdaBoost
ensemble model focuses its attention on the error samples. If
the training data contain a lot of noisy data, then the base
learners will all focus on the noisy data for training, which
will instead affect the effectiveness of the whole model.

1.2.3. Ensemble Model Construction of LR-Stacking. 'e
model ensemble idea of stacking is completely different from
bagging and boosting. Stacking aggregates basemodels using
a model fusion approach, while bagging and boosting use
specified strategies [65]. 'e idea of the stacking framework
is to select heterogeneous base learners to be trained on the
training set in parallel. All the trained base models are
predicted on the prediction set, and the predicted values of
all base models are trained as the training set of another
fusion model. When a new dataset is an input, it is first
predicted by the base model and then input to the fusion
model for the final prediction output. For example, we fit a
stacking ensemble model consisting ofm base learners. First,
we divide the training data into the training set and test set,
trainm base learners on the training set, use the trained base

learners to predict the prediction set to outputm predictors,
and m predictors are used as the training set of the fusion
model to train the fusion model. We usually use K-fold
cross-validation for model training in practical applications,
and logistic regression is generally chosen for the fusion
model.

As shown in Figure 3, based on the idea of stacking, a
sub-base model for combining each other base model is
trained. 'is is done by dividing the data into two parts,
using one part to train five base models, using the other part
of the data to test these base models, and using the output of
the five base models as input to train the ensemble model.
Instead of organizing the prediction results of the base
models, this ensemble of models organizes the models.
'eoretically, stacking can organize any model.

'e Linear Regression ensemble model is constructed in
four steps as follows:

(1) Prepare the training set and test set by dividing the
training set into five parts: train1, train2, train3,
train4, train5.

(2) Selected base models. Here, the five base models,
LSTM, LR, KNN, XGBoost, and GRU, are selected as
the base models. For example, in the XGBoost model
part: train1, train2, train3, train4, and train5 are used
as validation sets in turn, and the remaining four
copies are used as training sets for 5-fold cross-
validation for model training; then, the prediction is
performed on the test set. 'is will result in five
copies of predictions trained by the XGBoost model
on the training set and one copy of predictions on the
test set. 'e five copies are overlapped vertically and
combined to obtain the training set for the LRmodel.
'e same is done for the rest of the base model.

(3) After the five base models are trained, the predicted
values of the five models on the training set are used
as five “features” for training using the LR model.

(4) Using the trained LR model, the final prediction is
made based on the five “feature” values constructed
from the previous predictions of the five base models
on the test set.

Input: Training set D � x1, y1, (x2, y2), . . . , (xm, ym) ;
Sub-models L � LSTM, LR, KNN, XGBoost, GRU{ };
Number of learning rounds T;

(1) D1(i) � 1/m # Initialize the weight distribution
(2) for t � 1, 2, . . . ,T
(3) ht � L(D, D1), # Train a leaner ht from D using # distribution Dt

(4) εt � Prx∼Dt
, y[ht(x)≠y], # Measure the error of ht

(5) if εt > 0.5 then break
(6) αt � 1/2Ln(1 − εt/εt), # Determine the weight of ht

(7) Dt+1(i) � Dt(i)/Zt ×
exp(−αt) if ht(xi) � yi

exp(αt) if ht(xi)≠yi

� Dt(i)exp(−αtyiht(xi))/Zt ,# Update the distribution, where Zt is a

nomolization factor that enables Dt+1 to be distribution
(8) End for

Output: H(x) � sign(
T
t�1 αtht(x))

ALGORITHM 2: AdaBoost-Boosting ensemble model.
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'e entire algorithm flow is described in Algorithm 3.
'e stacking framework is ensemble with different al-

gorithms to make full use of different algorithms to make
different observations on data from the different data space
perspectives and data structure perspectives to take ad-
vantage of the strengths and weaknesses to optimize the
results. 'erefore, in addition to the same model with dif-
ferent parameters, the base model can also be of different
kinds of base models, so this paper selects LSTM, LR,
XGBoost, KNN, and GRU, which have their own charac-
teristics. By aggregating different kinds of base models, we
can fully learn the changing law of bus single-trip time, and
the ensemble results will be more robust and accurate.

1.2.4. Selection of Sub-models. In this paper, the commonly
used bus single-trip time prediction models are divided into
types, and their advantages and disadvantages are compared
and analyzed. Since the sub-models are selected to be as
different as possible in terms of internal principles, the

selection of sub-models is carried out in this paper from the
broad category of model division. Five sub-models were
selected from the broad categories of statistics, deep
learning, machine learning, and ensemble learning. 'ey are
Multiple Linear Regression (LR), K-Nearest Neighbor
(KNN), XGBoost, Long Short-Term Memory Network
(LSTM), and Gate Recurrent Unit (GRU), and the internal
structure and algorithmic principles of each model are
briefly described below.

MLR: although ARIMA is one of the most commonly
used time series models, it is more applicable to scenarios
with single factor inputs [66]. 'e model principle is simple,
as shown in Figure 4. 'e error between the predicted and
true values is calculated, and a line (plane or hyperplane) is
finally fitted by continuously seeking the optimal solution of
the parameters utilizing gradient descent. 'e linear re-
gression model can capture well the linear patterns present
in the data but is insensitive to nonlinear patterns. MLR is
very suitable when the dependent variable is affected by two
or more features, and there is a linear relationship between

X
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set

Y

test set

LSTM

LR

KNN

XGBoost

GRU

training

test set'predict

X' Y
predict

Linear
Regression
ensemble

model

training

Training
set'

prediction
result

Figure 3: Structure of ensemble model based on Linear Regression.

Input: Training set D � (x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xm, ym) ;
Sub-mods L � LSTM, LR, KNN, XGBoost, GRU{ };
Ensemble-model L′ � Linear Regression;
Number of learning rounds T;

(1) for t � 1, 2, . . . ,T do
(2) ht � Lt(D)

(3) End for
(4) D′ ≠∅
(5) for i� 1, 2, . . . , m do
(6) for t � 1, 2, . . . ,T do
(7) zit � ht(xi)

(8) end for
(9) D′ � D′ ∪ ((zi1, zi2, . . . , zit), yi)

(10) end for
(11) h′ � L′(D′)

Output H(x) � h′(h1(x), h2(x), . . . , hT(x))

ALGORITHM 3: LR-Stacking ensemble model.
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multiple independent variables and the dependent variable.
In this study, holidays, rainfall, visibility, and temperature
are the data characteristics that affect the bus single-trip
time, and they are independent and continuous, so multiple
linear regression is selected as the sub-model.

KNN: KNN is a distance-based model, and the principle
of its classification model algorithm is given in Figure 5.
Based on the K-value, the nearby elements are selected and
grouped into the class with the highest number of nearby
element categories, the most similar class. 'e regression
model is similar, based on the K-value size to select the
nearby data and further processing to obtain the predicted
value, which is usually processed by directly finding the
mean value [67]. 'is study chooses KNN as the sub-model
for the following two reasons. First of all, in terms of model,
the principle and implementation of KNN are relatively
simple. KNN does not need to estimate parameters and is
suitable for dealing with regression problems. Secondly, in
terms of data, KNN is not sensitive to the outliers of the data,
and has good Lupin performance for the nonlinear data with
large noise value such as the bus single-trip time.

XGBoost: XGBoost is a boosted tree model based on an
ensemble learning boosting approach to regression tree as
the base model [68]. It has an objective function. 'e ob-
jective function depends only on the first- and second-order
derivatives of the data in the error function. In terms of
implementation, it can be parallelized (sparse-aware algo-
rithm is proposed) to speed up the training speed; a regular
term is added to the objective function, which controls the
complexity of the model and helps prevent overfitting;
XGBoost supports columns sampling, can reduce over-
fitting, and reduce computation; it can handle missing
values. Based on these advantages, this study selects
XGBoost as a sub-model. 'e principle of the algorithm is
shown in Figure 6.

LSTM: long short-term memory (LSTM) is a special
RNN, mainly to solve the problem of gradient disappearance
and gradient explosion during long sequence training.
Simply put, LSTM can perform better in longer sequences
than ordinary RNNs. As a deep learning model, CNN is not
completely suitable for learning time series, so various

auxiliary processing is required, and the effect is not nec-
essarily good. For problems that are sensitive to time series,
LSTMs are usually more suitable. LSTM is an excellent
variant model of RNN. It inherits the characteristics of most
RNN models and solves the vanishing gradient problem
caused by the gradual reduction of the gradient back-
propagation process. 'erefore, LSTM is very suitable for
dealing with time series [69]. So, this study chooses LSTM as
one of the sub-models. 'e principle of LSTM is shown in
Figure 7.

GRU: GRU is a very effective variant of the LSTM
network, which is simpler and more effective than the
structure of the LSTM network, so it is also a very
streamlined network at present [70].'ree gate functions are
introduced in LSTM: input gate, forget gate, and output gate
to control the input value, memory value, and output value
[71]. Moreover, there are only two gates in the GRU model:
update gate and reset gate. 'e number of parameters of
LSTM is 4 times that of RNN. If the number of parameters is
too large, there is a risk of overfitting. GRU only uses two
gated switches, which achieves results close to LSTM. In
order to avoid overfitting of LSTM, GRU was selected as one
of the sub-models for comparison in this study. 'e specific
structure is shown in Figure 7.

X2

X1

Y

Figure 4: MLR schematic diagram.
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Figure 5: KNN algorithm principle.
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Figure 6: XGBoost principle.
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1.2.5. Model Construction and Prediction Steps. 'e specific
prediction steps are shown in Figure 8. Firstly, the fused
processed data are loaded into the dataframe, and the data
are split in the ratio of 6 :1 :1 before feeding them into the
model and divided into the training data set, the test data set,
and the prediction data set.

Feature selection of the data is performed afterward to
select the key features used to predict the target data. In this
study, feature selection is performed using the method of
removing low variance features to ensure that the com-
plexity associated with redundant features is reduced while
maximizing feature relevance. 'is step identifies the most
meaningful subset of features by removing low variance
features, including date, bus route up and down, whether a
holiday, temperature, visibility, and precipitation.

Next, the organized training data set is input to each of
the five sub-models for model training, and the model is
trained to find the most suitable weights and optimal model
parameters to minimize the error between predicted and
actual values. 'e parameters in each algorithm are deter-
mined by the grid search method before using them for
prediction.

'e training dataset is fed into the ensemble model
consisting of sub-models that have been tuned with
hyperparameters to train the ensemble model separately,
and the parameters of the ensemble model are tuned.

For RF-Bagging, firstly, a fixed number of samples are
collected from the original training set by random sampling
(bootstrap), but after each collection, the collected samples
will be put back. Randomly collecting the same number of
samples as the number of training samples m can make the
number of samples in the sampling set and training set the
same, but the sample content is different. Secondly, based on
the gradient boosting tree, RF improves the establishment of
the decision tree. We will select an optimal feature from all
the n sample features on the node to divide the left and right
subtrees of the decision tree. Finally, because we are studying
the regression problem, we arithmetically average the ob-
tained regression results to obtain the final model output.

For AdaBoost-Boosting, the training set of each round is
unchanged, but the weight of each example in the training
set in the classifier changes. 'e weights are adjusted
according to the classification results of the previous round.
'e weights of the samples are continuously adjusted
according to the error rate. 'e larger the error rate, the
greater the weight. Individual prediction functions can only
be generated sequentially, because the results of the previous
model round are required for the latter model parameters.

For LR-Stacking, this stacked ensemble model is rela-
tively simple, and the prediction results of the five sub-
models are used as the data of the secondary learner, that is,
as the training set of the LR model. 'e prediction result of
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Figure 7: Comparison of the internal structure of LSTM and GRU.
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Figure 8: Prediction steps.
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the trained LR model is the prediction result of the ensemble
model.

Model validation is performed using a test dataset after
the model is trained. 'e same parameters used for training
the model are used for data validation, and the same feature
values are selected on the estimated validation data used
duringmodel training.'is step aims to verify the prediction
accuracy of the model and minimize the output error of the
validation data. Model parameters are tuned based on
training and validation results to find the parameters that
apply to the test data based on the features of different sub-
models.

Finally, the prediction accuracy of the ensemble model is
then validated using test data.

2. Case Analysis

2.1.DescriptionofUsageData. 'edata used in this study are
the bus single-trip time data of Beijing 2 from April 1, 2020,
to August 31, 2020, under the normal scenario, with a total of
3512600 entries. As shown in Figure 9, it can be seen from
the figure that the data have obvious seasonal characteristics
of time series. 'e unit of the y-axis in the figure is minutes.

Holiday and Beijing weather data in the same period as
the bus single-trip time data are 1210 items with a time
granularity of 3 hours. 'e temperature unit is Celsius, the
visibility unit is a kilometer, and the precipitation unit is
millimeters. 'e data analysis graph is shown in Figure 10.

As shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12, the bus single-trip
time running time and weather data are combined to see that
the data of bus single-trip time are mainly concentrated in
the interval of 4 0minutes to 60minutes. 'e values of
temperature are mainly distributed between 20 and 30. 'e
distribution of visibility and rainfall is more scattered, and
the values change more randomly.

According to the two-dimensional kernel density anal-
ysis plot in Figure 13, the kernel density of bus single-trip
time and visibility has a bipartite distribution, while the
kernel density and temperature have a single kernel
distribution.

After fusing bus single-trip time data, weather data
(precipitation, visibility, temperature), and holiday data, the
training dataset, test dataset, and prediction dataset are set
up in the ratio of 6 :1 :1. Data pre-processing is done using
python language, and data noise reduction is done using
scipy’s own filter. In this study, the one-way operation data
of Beijing Bus No. 2 are used as an example for prediction.

2.1.1. Model Evaluation Metrics. 'e root-mean-squared
error (RMSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE) are the
two most frequently used metrics to measure the accuracy of
variables, and they are also two important yardsticks to
evaluate models in machine learning. 'erefore, these two
indicators are selected to compare and analyze the predic-
tion effects of different models in this paper. 'ese two
indicators mainly reflect the magnitude of error between the
predicted and actual values, defined in Eq.
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Figure 9: Bus single-trip time data trend graph (daily, weekly,
monthly).
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In the above equation, the ytrue denotes the actual value,
the ypre d MAE reflects the error between the model pre-
diction and the real value, and RMSE is more sensitive to the
outliers, reflecting the model’s stability. 'e smaller the
RMSE and MAE values of the prediction results, the closer
the predicted value and the actual value are, and the higher
the prediction accuracy of the model [72]. 'e smaller the
RMSE and MAE values are, the closer the predicted and
actual values are, and the higher the prediction accuracy of
the model.

2.1.2. Experimental Parameter Settings. All algorithms are
implemented using Python 3.7 running on a computer with
a quad-core 2.6-GHz CPU and 16GB random-access
memory.

In terms of hyperparameter settings, based on factors
such as error size, training efficiency, and degree of fit, a
combination of grid search and cross-validation is used, and
two timesteps of 4 and 6 are selected for training and
prediction.

In the base model LR, fit_intercept is the default True.
Since the dataset has been normalized, nomalize is false,
and copy_X is set to True to avoid overwriting the original
data. Set n_jobs to -1 to improve the operational efficiency.
In the base model XGBoost, based on the amount of data,
the number of iterations is set to 200, n_estimators� 200,
and learning_rate � 0.4. 'e maximum depth of each tree
Max_depth is 6, min_child_weight � 1, gamma is the de-
fault 0. In sampling, subsample � 1, because there are a few
features, bytree, bylevel, and bynode are all 1. Because
XGBoost has an advantage in training speed, so tree_-
method choose exact with higher precision. In the deep
learning-based models LSTM and GRU, in order to prevent
under-fitting or over-fitting, the grid search method is used
to conduct multiple experiments to find the optimal epoch
and batch_size. In LSTM, epoch � 200, batch_size � 16,
neuron units� 4, dropout � 0.2. In GRU epoch � 150,
batch_size � 4, neuron units � 4, dropout � 0.2. In KNN,
since the distance weight needs to be considered,
weight � ’distance’, and the value of k is 4 according to the
size of the data.

2.1.3. Comparison of Prediction Results. In this study, two
feature sets containing weather conditions and holidays and
only weather conditions were selected for model training.
'e granularity of bus single-trip time used in this study is
hour. 'e original data counts the bus single-trip time from
0:00 to 12:00 per hour, while the time granularity of weather
data is 4 hours. In the case that time-step is one hour, this
study adopts 4 and 6 as the experimental time-step, which
can fully study the influence of weather on the bus single-trip
time, and can also fully reflect the periodic regularity of the
bus single-trip time. 'e experimental results obtained in
these cases can compare and analyze the performance and
generalization ability of the model from different
perspectives.

(1) Model evaluation considering weather conditions and
holiday scenarios. 'e comparison of the predicted and true
values of the three ensemble models at step sizes of 4 and 6,
respectively, is shown in Figures 14 and 15. It can be found
that the prediction results of the ensemble model based on
Random Forest are better than those of the other two en-
semble models in both step sizes, and the fit is better and
closer to the true value. 'e ensemble model based on
AdaBoost has the second-best fit, and the prediction result of
the ensemble model based on Linear Regression has the
worst fit among the three ensemble models. In general, all
three ensemble models can learn the fluctuation pattern of
the real data, and the prediction result of AdaBoost has the
least fluctuation compared with the other two ensemble
models. It is not sensitive to the response of data peaks and
troughs.

From the evaluation indices of the ensemble model in
Table 2, both mae and rmse of RF-Bagging are the smallest,
indicating that it has the smallest error, while R2 in the case
of step size 4 is 0.909and in the case of step size 6 is 0.883;
both are greater than 0.8, indicating that this model can learn
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the advantages of each sub-model and avoid its short-
comings, making the overall error lower and the fit higher,
which is an excellent ensemble prediction model.

Figures 16 and 17 show the predicted and actual values of
the bus single-trip time derived from the training of five
single models and three ensemble models. It can be seen that
the single models, LSTM, LR, GRU, KNN, and XGBoost, all
have inferior prediction results than the ensemble models.
Among the five sub-models, the prediction results of LSTM
have the largest deviation, and the prediction results of LR
and GRU are the closest to the real values.'is is mainly due
to the dynamic nature of neural networks and the advantage

of ensemble deep learning. In terms of model training time,
LR, KNN, and XGBoost are much faster than LSTM and
GRU and are more suitable for the short-time prediction of
large data sets.

As shown in Table 3, among the sub-models, the training
time of the LSTM model and the GRU model is quite
different, mainly because LSTM and GRU require 200 and
150 rounds of learning, respectively, to achieve convergence.
Among the five sub-models, LR completed the training and
prediction in the shortest time and achieved the smallest
error. In the ensemble model, RF-Bagging and LR-Stacking
take much less time than AdaBoost-Boosting. On the whole,
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Figure 13: KDE plots (single-trip time-visibility, single-trip time-temperature).
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Figure 14: Ensemble model prediction results (timestep� 4).
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RF-Bagging obtains the most accurate prediction results in a
shorter time.

From the evaluation indices of all models in Table 4, all
three ensemble models are smaller than the sub-models in
terms of error, which can fully illustrate the ensemble ad-
vantages of the ensemble models. In contrast, among the five
sub-models, except for the LSTM with larger error, the
errors of the remaining four models are relatively close,
among which LR and GRU are better than KNN and
XGBoost in terms of error. It is noteworthy that in the case of
step size 4, the prediction bias of LSTM is larger in the case of
timestep size 6, while the error decreases in the case of step
size 6, indicating that the adjustment of step size optimizes
the prediction accuracy of LSTM.

Table 5 shows the results of model testing. To verify the
superiority of RF-Bagging, Wilcoxon signed-rank test and
Friedman test were performed on all models in this study,
and the test results are shown in Table 5. In the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, the rank of the absolute value of the dif-
ference between the observed value and the center position
of the null hypothesis is added according to different signs as
its test statistic. It is suitable for pairwise comparisons in T-
tests, but does not require that the differences in paired data
follow a normal distribution. 'is test only requires a
symmetrical distribution, so it is more suitable for the
comparative test of the predicted value of the bus single-trip

time. 'erefore, in order to verify the superiority of RF-
Bagging, this study tested the predicted values of RF-Bagging
with those of other seven models. Friedman test can take full
advantage of all the information in the relevant sample. 'e
prerequisites for using the Friedman test are (1) ordinal-level
data, (2) three or more groups of data, and (3) randomly
draw samples from the collocated values. 'erefore, the
Friedman test is also applicable to this study. From the test
results, whether it is the Wilcoxon signed-rank test or the
Friedman test, the ρ obtained is less than the significance
level (0.05). 'is shows that RF-Bagging shows better pre-
diction performance than other models when considering
weather and holidays.

In summary, it can be seen that the three ensemble
models have excellent prediction accuracy at both step sizes
considering weather and holidays, and the ensemble model
has a better fit than the sub-models. 'e Random Forest-
based ensemble model constructed based on the Bagging
ensemble idea has the best fit and prediction accuracy
among the three ensemble models. 'is reflects the ad-
vantages of this model ensemble method: due to the use of
random sampling, the variance of the trained model is small,
and the generalization ability is strong; compared with the
traditional decision tree model, it combines the results of
multiple decision tree models, and the model ground effect
will be better; in the case of large data fluctuations, the
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Figure 15: Ensemble model prediction results (timestep� 6).

Table 2: Model evaluation indices.

Ensemble models
TimeStep� 4 TimeStep� 6

MAE RMSE R2 MAE RMSE R2

LR-stacking 4.317347 5.236942 0.155475 4.062111 4.808697 0.196314
RF-bagging 3.232055 4.313371 0.909258 3.895147 4.671306 0.883880
AdaBoost-boosting 4.086188 5.040191 0.489591 3.973029 4.724360 0.404368
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ensemble model based on Random Forest can better inte-
grate the advantages of each sub-model and the prediction
accuracy higher prediction accuracy. GRU and Linear Re-
gression have higher approximation accuracy and general-
ization ability among the five sub-models, and the prediction
results are closer to the real values than other sub-models.

(2) Model evaluation considering only weather conditions
scenarios. 'e comparison between the predicted and true
values of the three ensemble models for the scenarios
considering only rainfall, visibility, and temperature with
step sizes of 4 and 6, respectively, is shown in Figures 18 and
19. It can be found that, similar to the prediction results of
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Figure 16: All model prediction results (timestep� 4).
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Figure 17: All model prediction results (timestep� 6).
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Table 3: Model training and prediction time.

Models
TimeStep� 4 TimeStep� 6

Training Prediction (ms) Training Prediction (ms)
LSTM 115min 1257 121min 1471
GRU 119min 727 126min 1103
LR 7ms 2 16ms 3
KNN 77ms 63 98ms 82
XGBoost 3619ms 48 5192ms 73
LR-stacking 58ms 11 52ms 56
RF-bagging 329ms 79 417ms 136
AdaBoost-boosting 2351ms 92 3162ms 141

Table 4: Model evaluation indices.

Models
TimeStep� 4 TimeStep� 6

MAE RMSE MAE RMSE
LSTM 11.130382 11.977166 5.008087 5.851334
GRU 4.696761 5.694506 4.307110 5.269999
LR 4.324053 5.275761 4.038138 4.842730
KNN 4.931067 6.001118 4.690769 5.538258
XGBoost 5.112036 6.396894 4.604660 5.554114
LR-stacking 4.317347 5.236942 4.062111 4.808697
RF-bagging 3.232055 4.313371 3.895147 4.671306
AdaBoost-boosting 4.086188 5.040191 3.973029 4.724360

Table 5: Wilcoxon Single-Rank and Friedman test result.

Models
TimeStep� 4 TimeStep� 6

Wilcoxon single-rank test
(ρ≤ 0.05)

Friedman test
(ρ≤ 0.05)

Wilcoxon single-rank test
(ρ≤ 0.05) Friedman test (ρ≤ 0.05)

LSTM 0.00004

0.000298

0.00251

0.000463

GRU 0.00891 0.00830
LR 0.00916 0.00962
KNN 0.00612 0.00973
XGBoost 0.00315 0.00988
LR-stacking 0.00979 0.01374
AdaBoost-
boosting 0.01693 0.01421
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Figure 18: Ensemble model prediction results (timestep� 4).
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the scenarios considering holidays and weather, the pre-
diction results of the ensemble model constructed based on
Random Forest at two-step sizes still outperform those of the
other two ensemble models, which are closer to the true
values.'e prediction result of the ensemble model based on
AdaBoost is the second best, and the prediction result of the
ensemble model based on Linear Regression is the worst fit
among the three ensemble models.

From the evaluation indices of the ensemble model in
Table 6, the mae and rmse of RF-bagging are basically the
smallest, but the error is not large with the other two en-
semble models in this scenario, while R2 In the case of step
size 4 is 0.836 and in step size 6 is 0.846; both are greater than
0.8. 'is indicates that this model can also learn the ad-
vantages of each sub-model under the condition of con-
sidering only the weather, which makes the overall error
lower and the fit higher, and is a better prediction model in
comparison.

Figures 20 and 21 show the predicted and actual values of
bus single-trip time derived from the training of five single
models and three ensemble models. It can be seen that
LSTM, LR, GRU, KNN, and XGBoost are inferior to the
ensemble models. It is worth noting that the prediction
results of the XGBoost model in this context fluctuate more,
indicating that the fit of XGBoost is not good in the case of

feature reduction. In terms of model training time, LR,
KNN, and XGBoost are also trained much faster than LSTM
and GRU, which are more suitable for short-time prediction
of large datasets.

As shown in Table 7, the training time and prediction
time of the model are overall longer than when the weather
and holidays are considered, mainly because of the increase
in data features. As far as the base model is concerned, LR is
still the model with the shortest training and prediction time.
And the model with the smallest error becomes LSTM,
which reflects the advantages of deep learning in the case of
increasing data features. In terms of ensemble models, the
training and prediction times of the three ensemble models
are not significantly different.

As shown in Table 8, from the evaluation indices of all
models, all three ensemble models are smaller than the sub-
models in terms of error, fully illustrating that the ensemble
models have the same advantages of model ensemble when
only weather conditions are considered. Compared with the
scenarios considering weather and holidays, among the five
sub-models, the prediction error of LSTM at step size 4 is the
smallest, while the prediction results of LR and LSTM are the
closest to the true value, and the prediction results of GRU
and LR at step size 6 are the closest to the true value.
Combining the prediction results of the two scenarios
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Figure 19: Ensemble model prediction results (timestep� 6).

Table 6: Model evaluation indices.

Ensemble model
TimeStep� 4 TimeStep� 6

MAE RMSE R2 MAE RMSE R2

LR-stacking 4.129265 5.092021 0.123339 4.098628 4.870725 0.205406
RF-bagging 4.146337 5.069491 0.836024 3.935297 4.683990 0.846075
AdaBoost-boosting 4.347092 5.273396 0.412592 4.139669 4.920567 0.390879
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illustrates that LR as a single prediction model has a more
stable and high prediction accuracy when predicting bus
single-trip time.

As shown in Table 9, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test and
Friedman test results for models when only the weather is
considered are shown in Table 8. It can be found that RF-

Bagging also maintains its superiority in this scenario, and
the ρ in the test results are all less than the significance level
(0.05).

In conclusion, it can be seen that the three ensemble
models have excellent prediction accuracy at both step sizes
when only weather is considered, and the ensemble models
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Figure 21: All model prediction results (timestep� 6).
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have a better fit than the sub-models. In comparing the
prediction results of the ensemblemodels, the ensemblemodel
constructed based on Random Forest has higher prediction
accuracy and fit, which further illustrates the applicability of
the parallelization approach based on the idea of bagging
ensemble in bus single-trip time prediction. By fitting different
learners individually and training them simultaneously, an
ensemble model is generated that is more robust than a single
model. Meanwhile, Random Forest supports multiple tree
ensemble, which can form a powerful heterogeneous ensemble
algorithm to randomly select samples and features, reducing
the effect of outliers and reducing overfitting.

3. Discussion

In this study, five single predictive models and three en-
semble models are validated with real-world data in order to
find the best method for bus single-trip time prediction. And

the sensitivity of the prediction accuracy of each model to
the number of features is also verified by adding an extra
feature with data of holidays. 'e optimal model for pre-
dicting the bus single-trip time is evaluated by the two error
evaluation indices of MAE and RMSE combined with the
training and prediction efficiency of the model. In terms of a
single prediction model, this study selected a linear re-
gression model from the traditional statistical category. 'e
simplest and easy-to-implement KNN and XGBoost that can
effectively prevent overfitting are selected from the machine
learning category. LSTM that can learn long-term depen-
dency information and GRU that are more efficient are
selected from the deep learning category. In terms of the
ensemble method, this research selects RF-bagging, Ada-
Boosting, and LR-stacking from the three popular ensemble
categories including bagging, boosting, and stacking. 'e
purpose of this study is to compare the prediction accuracy,
error, and efficiency of the ensemble predictive model and

Table 7: Model training and prediction time.

Models
TimeStep� 4 TimeStep� 6

Training Prediction (ms) Training Prediction (ms)
LSTM 85min 986 106min 1326
GRU 93min 645 114min 735
LR 4ms 1 6ms 2
KNN 64ms 52 71ms 68
XGBoost 2639ms 32 3283ms 42
LR-stacking 21ms 6 35ms 21
RF-bagging 214ms 51 257ms 82
AdaBoost-boosting 1427ms 72 1974ms 102

Table 8: Model evaluation indices.

Models
TimeStep� 4 TimeStep� 6

MAE RMSE MAE RMSE
LSTM 4.306787 5.199513 4.481952 5.300563
GRU 4.861043 5.786797 4.392949 5.170590
LR 4.539661 5.596035 4.361890 5.276523
KNN 4.954903 6.027883 4.684654 5.524954
XGBoost 5.214021 6.529260 4.698066 5.579520
LR-stacking 4.129265 5.092021 4.098628 4.870725
RF-bagging 4.146337 5.069491 3.935297 4.683990
AdaBoost-boosting 4.347092 5.273396 4.139669 4.920567

Table 9: Wilcoxon Single-Rank and Friedman test results.

Models
TimeStep� 4 TimeStep� 6

Wilcoxon single-rank test
(ρ≤ 0.05)

Friedman test
(ρ≤ 0.05)

Wilcoxon single-rank test
(ρ≤ 0.05) Friedman test (ρ≤ 0.05)

LSTM 0.00942

0.000327

0.00887

0.000409

GRU 0.00725 0.00891
LR 0.00932 0.00736
KNN 0.00462 0.00623
XGBoost 0.00152 0.00693
LR-stacking 0.00979 0.01729
AdaBoost-
boosting 0.00957 0.00932
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the single predictive model under different characteristics
and timesteps and to find an optimal predictive model
suitable for the bus single-trip time dataset.

In the case of verification part, the parameters of the
model are adjusted by continuous trial and error, so that
each model achieves a better balance in terms of prediction
accuracy and training efficiency. Finally, the comparison
between the predicted value and the real value of each model
is obtained, and the MAE and RMSE of each model are
calculated. Based on the result comparison between en-
semble models and single prediction models, whether or not
the holiday data are considered, the prediction accuracy of
the ensemble models is higher than that of the single pre-
dictive models. 'is is mainly due to the fact that ensemble
learning combines multiple base learners to obtain superior
generalization ability compared to a single learner. 'is
shows that the idea of ensemble learning is suitable for the
prediction of bus single-trip time. For nonlinear time series
data ensemble models that combine multiple weather
conditions and holidays, the advantages of basic learners can
be well combined. 'is experimental result also well con-
firms the current academic description of the advantages of
ensemble learning.

Looking into the prediction results of the three ensemble
models selected in this study, when there are many data
features, the prediction error of the ensemble model is lower.
In both cases, the prediction error of the RF-Bagging model
constructed based on the bagging ensemble method is the
lowest. 'is reflects the difference between ensemble
methods of bagging and boosting: bagging focuses on re-
ducing the variance of the model (preventing overfitting),
while boosting focuses on reducing the skewness of the
model (preventing underfitting). 'e nonlinear character-
istics of the bus single-trip time data set used in this paper
are relatively obvious since Beijing public transport has been
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic and various social
activities during the time period in which the data set is
located. 'e ensemble idea of bagging is more suitable for
such noisy datasets. While RF-bagging is based on a decision
tree model which introduces random samples and attribute
selection based on bagging ensemble. It makes RF-bagging
less prone to overfitting in case of using high-noise datasets.
'e LR-Stacking constructed by stacking is dependent on
basic learners. Once too many basic learners are unsuitable
for processing noisy datasets, the accuracy of LR-Stacking
will decrease.

On the other hand, from the prediction results of the five
single predictive models, LR has the highest accuracy, while
KNN and XGBoost of machine learning and LSTM and
GRU of deep learning have comparable performance. 'is is
also probably due to the dataset’s high noise and nonlinear
characteristics. Relatively complex machine learning and
deep learning models are more seriously affected by data
noise, and the degree of overfitting is higher than that of
simpler LR.

From the perspective of algorithm complexity, among
sub-models, LSTM and GRU, which belong to the deep
learning category, are the most complex. In this study, LSTM
and GRU have six layers of hidden nodes. 'e complexity of

the two data dimensions is relatively high. 'ey occupy most
of the system resources and consume a long time for model
training. However, the training and prediction time of other
models is in the millisecond level, and the resource con-
sumption is not high. Among them, LR has the fastest re-
source occupation and training speed. 'is is mainly due to
the fact that LR only needs to store the eigenvalues of each
dimension, so relatively speaking, the resource occupancy is
small, and the calculation amount is only the number of
features. Relevant, this study has fewer features, so the cal-
culation speed is relatively fast. In ensemble models, LR-
Stacking, which also uses LR as a secondary base learner, has
the fastest resource occupancy and training speed. In the
process of each iteration, Ada-Boosting gradually approaches
the expected value from the two aspects of the detection rate
and the misrecognition rate of positive samples to construct a
cascaded classifier, which can only be achieved after iterative
training generates a large number of weak classifiers, con-
struction process. From this, it takes more time to train the
classifier with a circular approximation, so its complexity is
the highest among the three ensemble models.

'e theoretical significance of this study is to verify the
effectiveness of ensemble learning in the prediction of bus
single-trip time. In ensemble learning, the RF-bagging
model constructed by bagging is the most suitable for
predicting the bus single-trip time. In addition, the RF-
bagging model is versatile when dealing with nonlinear and
noisy datasets, which can effectively prevent model over-
fitting. 'e practical significance of this study is that when
the influence of many external factors makes the bus single-
trip time become irregular, the ensemble model proposed in
this research can provide the public transport managers and
passengers with accurate bus single-trip time predictions. It
provides convenience for passengers’ travel and also pro-
vides a basis for managers to assist in decision-making.
Based on the characteristics of the datasets used in this
research, in future, more solutions will be proposed for
excessive data noise.

4. Conclusion

Predicting traffic demand is a central issue in the organi-
zation of any transportation system, and the predictive
demand could help to plan a reasonable supply in advance.
From the perspective of public transportation, the distri-
bution of bus single-trip time is needed in real time for travel
planning, operation strategy formulation and adjustment,
and contingency planning. 'is paper proposes a method-
ology for constructing a multi-model ensemble bus single-
trip time prediction model based on the public trans-
portation data, holiday data, and external weather data. 'e
empirical analysis is conducted by using the proposed
methodology and comparatively predict bus single-trip time
based on the single models and the ensemble models. 'e
specific research work done and research results obtained in
this paper are mainly as follows:

(1) 'e bus single-trip time data, holiday data, and ex-
ternal weather data are cleaned separately, including
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data redundancy, data gap filling, and abnormal data
processing and noise reduction. Moreover, the
cleaned datasets are fused with multiple sources to
provide data support for the further bus single-trip
time prediction model building.

(2) A data-driven bus single-trip time prediction
framework is constructed, including three steps of
data analysis, feature extraction, and prediction
modeling.

(3) 'ree ensemble models of bagging (Random Forest),
boosting (AdaBoost), and stacking (Linear Regres-
sion) were constructed for predicting bus single-trip
time based on three-model ensemble methods.

(4) A case analysis was conducted using real data of
Beijing bus Line No. 2. 'e advantages and dis-
advantages of the five base models and the three
ensemble models were compared and analyzed. 'e
ensemble model for bus single-trip time prediction
is constructed, and the constructed ensemble model
is used to make short-time predictions of bus
single-trip time under normalization. 'e real
values are used as the baseline for detailed com-
parison with the prediction results of the con-
structed model from the perspective of the single
model and the ensemble model. 'e results of case
analysis show the following: (1) in general, the
prediction results of the ensemble model are
commonly better than those of the sub-models,
regardless of whether the nonlinear time-series data
are volatile or regular, which reflects the strong
benefits of ensemble learning; (2) the ensemble
model of Random Forest built by the method of
bagging ensemble the advantages and disadvantages
of the five sub-models. 'e overall prediction re-
sults are smoother and better than those of the five
sub-models and is closer to the real value. Since the
ensemble model fully learns the laws between the
independent variables and the prediction results of
the sub-models instead of simply integrating the
prediction results directly. 'e overall prediction
effect is better, which brings out the optimal so-
lution for the prediction model in each scenario. (3)
Among the single predictive model, LR is the best
model with high prediction accuracy but with not
high computational cost that is also easy to im-
plement. It can be applied to distributed data and
handle large data with fewer resources. In addition,
LR is robust to a small noise in the data and does not
suffer from slight multicollinearity, making it an
optimal solution for a single prediction model.

Further research on the bus single-trip time prediction
problem can be done in the following two areas:

(1) 'e selection of sub-models and the number of
selecting roundsmainly rely on historical experience,
and the subsequent optimization algorithm can be
considered to make the selection more intelligent
and reasonable.

(2) 'is paper only predicts the bus single-trip time
from a theoretical point of view and provides data
support for the subsequent development of emer-
gency strategies. 'e subsequent development of
emergency plans, the arrangement of travel plans,
and the practical application of bus connections still
need further discussion with relevant staff in the
field.

Data Availability

'e bus single-trip time data used to support the findings of
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data can be obtained at http://www.gov.cn/shuju/index.htm.
Weather data can be obtained at https://www.
wunderground.com/history/.
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